




Our proven

expertise
in the industrial field since 

the 14th century is based on 

our ability to adapt and has 

resulted in us being a 

benchmark today in 

advanced manufacturing 

and precision technologies.

We are a territory with a

singular 
industrial 
concentration, in 

addition to having 2 leading 

technology centres.

We have

leading 
companies in the 

machine tool, aeronautics, 

aerospace, automotive 

sectors and capital goods.

We have, by tradition, a 

complete 
ancillary industry 
network that allows us 

to concentrate the entire 

value chain in the District.

A benchmark in

precision 
technologies

www.bptd.eus

https://www.bptd.eus/es/inicio/


In the north of Spain and located 

halfway between the Basque 

capitals, the District has a strategic 

position thanks to its excellent and 

constantly improving 

communications.

Our District in the 
centre of the

Basque Country

4
Nearby airports:
• Bilbo-Bilbao

• Donostia-San Sebastián

• Vitoria-Gasteiz

• Biarritz

130%
Productivity per worker
Basque Country with respect to 

100% EU-28.

-
SOURCE:www.spri.eus-2019

697
Industrial 
establishments

-
SOURCE:

(DIRAE-2018)Source: Ministry of Labour 

and Immigration, Social Security-2018

39.2%
Gross Value Added 
(GVA) generated by the 
District's industry 
(Basque Autonomous 
Community = 24.26 %)
-
SOURCE:

EUSTAT. Municipal GDP-2019

www.bptd.eus

9,595
People working in the 
industry

-
SOURCE:

EUSTAT. Directory of Economic Activities in 

the Basque Country (DIRAE).

https://www.bptd.eus/es/inicio/


Highly qualified 
and productive 
talent

130% productivity 
per worker.

9,595 qualified 
workers

* Basque Country with respect to 

100% EU-28. SOURCE: BT-2019

DUAL Training
Complete value 
chain

+500 companies specialising in precision 

technologies in sectors such as machine tools, 

capital goods, aeronautics and robotics.

Complete ancillary industry network

Top level ancillary companies in activities 
such as machining, grinding and boring.

Strategic location
High 
concentration 
of knowledge

1 innovation 
and technology 
transfer centre 
for SMEs

2 universities with 
technical 
specialities

6 Vocational 

Training centres

2 technology centres

SOURCE:

EUSAT, Directory of Economic Activities in 

the Basque Country (DIRAE).

We have a

unique ecosystem

www.bptd.eus

Basque Research 
Technology Alliance -
BRTA, Euskadi 
Scientific-Technological 
Consortium

12 units of the Basque 

Network of Science, 

Technology and 

Innovation

https://www.bptd.eus/es/inicio/


Generation of 
economic activity

We work together in the 
implementation of new business 
projects, supporting both 
consolidated companies and new 
entrepreneurs.

Innovation

We develop strategic projects in 
the field of precision technologies 
in order to complement the 
available means in the District 
with those required, and so we 
can be a benchmark at 
international level.

Talent

We work on the alignment and 
strengthening of the training 
capacities with the needs of the 
companies, building, retaining and 
attracting talent.

The Association was founded on the initiative of a group of businessmen on May 

8, 2019. It currently consists of 38 companies and organizations and its objective 

is to support the generation of new industrial activity in the field of precision 

technologies, through cooperative work in 3 fields of action:

BPTD
Business Association

www.bptd.eus

https://www.bptd.eus/es/inicio/


We integrate you into a unique ecosystem of 

around 700 industrial establishments that 

comprise the complete industrial fabric of the 

District, some of them being leaders in precision 

technologies.

We have the entire value chain for 

manufacturing a product from 0 (suppliers of 

design, manufacture, auxiliary operations, 

assembly and set-up).

You will have the most productive and qualified 

talent at your disposal. 

130% Productivity per worker. 

* Basque Country with respect to 100% EU-28. SOURCE: BT-2019

39.2% Gross Value Added (GVA) generated by 

the District's industry.

(Basque Autonomous Region = 24.4 %) : EUSTAT. Municipal GDP. 2019

Possibility of opting to different land 

opportunities (urbanized plots, already 

constructed industrial buildings and buildings of 

interest for refurbishment) for the implementation 

of new economic activity. 

2 31

54

Unique Ecosystem Manufacture from 0

Productive and qualified talent Multiple land opportunities

The support of 2 leading research technology 

centres and 1 innovation and technology transfer 

centre for SMEs will facilitate the transfer of 

knowledge to your organisation.  

Support of R&D Centres

10 Reasons
to be part of BPTD

www.bptd.eus
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You will have at your disposal collaborative 

spaces that support the development of your 

business project, such as incubators and spaces 

dedicated to holding meetings, conferences, 

presentations, congresses, and other types of 

events.

You will be part of one of the most advanced 

regions in the world with a great quality of life: 

The Basque Country ranks 81st in GDP per 

inhabitant out of a total of 330 OECD regions. 
(Source: www.spri.eus-2019).

Position yourself as a benchmark in the field of 

precision technologies.

Collaborative Spaces

One of the most advanced 
regions in the world

Prestige as advanced 
manufacturers

You can join the commitment to drive the 

industry in a sustainable way that respects

environmental and social standards, thanks to 

the development of our own circular economy 

agenda.

Towards a sustainable industry

You will be able to take part in strategic 

alliances with the existing industrial fabric in the 

region (BPTD Business Association). 

Collaboration and strategic 
alliances

7 86

109

10 Reasons
to be part of BPTD
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www.bptd.eus

BPTD
We Make!

Watch video

https://www.bptd.eus/es/inicio/
https://youtu.be/ODchAQECo7w
https://youtu.be/ODchAQECo7w
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